
Haines Hunter SS725

Enquire for Pricing

Information

Accepting a challenge is the stuff Haines Hunter thrives on. With the opportunity to create a successor to the iconic SS700 series, the challenge for Haines Hunter was how to retain all of the endearing 
features that had made the SS700 one of N.Z’s most sought after boats, blend them into new design concepts and take advantage of time proven construction methods with the thread of ultra modern 
technology woven throughout the entire process.

The all new SS725 Haines Hunter exhibits unsurpassed quality from stem to stern. The heavy duty brass keel strip, the hand laid GRP hull construction, the PVC foam core deck & hardtop, the MSA 
approved toughened glass windscreen are but some of the fundamentals that form the basis of this new Haines Hunter.

On board it just gets better. With features to numerous to list, check out the stowage capacity, the freezer & fridge options, the closed head, the easy to use galley, then get behind the wheel. The first thing to 
impress you will be the seating comfort – no compromise here, just the best you can get. With hydraulic steering & all instruments and electronics at your finger tips this ultra modern helm station will exceed 
your expectations.

Then of course there’s the “RIDE”. 7.25 metres of that famous 21 degree Haines Hunter pedigree. Designed to tough it in the rough, this boat will get you there and back and look good doing it.
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Boat City are a family business that have been at the forefront of the marine industry since 
1962.

With one of the largest ranges of brands both new and used, you can purchase with 
confidence that we will have something to suit your needs.

We can ship anywhere in the country any time, just ask us for a quote.

For everything on the water and more.
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